
Day 2 Hour 1 Notes 
 

 Psalm 19:10 More to be desired are they than gold, even much fine gold; sweeter 
also than honey and drippings of the honeycomb. 11 Moreover, by them is your 
servant warned; in keeping them there is great reward. 

 
 
Review  
 

 New Terminology – 
 

o A Worldview - the way we understand everything we experience in life.  A 
worldview serves as an interpretive grid (like glasses) through which we 
make determination about what is real (metaphysics), what counts as 
knowledge (epistemology), and what is morally good (ethics). 

 
o A Presupposition - a strongly held belief that places conditions or 

limitations upon other, less essential beliefs.   
 

o A Transcendental - is a presupposition that is necessary for knowledge to 
be possible. 

 
 

Materialism = All Reality is Physical 
 

 Materialism Monist 
 

 Material Pluralism 
 

 
Problems with Materialism  
 
 

 The one & the many problem 
 

o Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy - As anyone who has flown out of a 
cloud knows, the boundaries of a cloud are a lot less sharp up close than they 
can appear on the ground. Even when it seems clearly true that there is one, 
sharply bounded cloud up there, really there are thousands of water droplets 
that are neither determinately part of the cloud, nor determinately outside it. 
Consider any object that consists of the core of the cloud, plus an arbitrary 
selection of these droplets. It will look like a cloud, and circumstances 
permitting rain like a cloud, and generally has as good a claim to be a cloud as 
any other object in that part of the sky. But we cannot say every such object 
is a cloud, else there would be millions of clouds where it seemed like there 



was one. And what holds for clouds holds for anything whose boundaries 
look less clear the closer you look at it. And that includes just about every 
kind of object we normally think about, including humans. Although this 
seems to be a merely technical puzzle, even a triviality, a surprising range of 
proposed solutions has emerged, many of them mutually inconsistent. It is 
not even settled whether a solution should come from metaphysics, or 
from philosophy of language, or from logic.1 

 
 

 The problem of identity & change 
 

o All human cultures in some way have to deal with accounting for the 
countless number of objects and phenomena surrounding them. We live in a 
world of infinite objects that are constantly changing, yet even in this 
imposing world of objects and change, there seems to be an underlying unity 
and stability. For instance, every human being begins as an infant and then 
grows into an adult. Every adult is a different object than they were as an 
infant—in fact, they are unrecognizable as being the same object. Yet we 
recognize that they are the same object, that something has remained the 
same even though the infant has changed into an object that is nowhere close 
to its original state. Likewise, a corpse is nothing like the original living 
human being, but we still recognize that something has remained constant. 
We can see the same stability and constancy even across objects. While the 
world is full of trees, there is still some constancy and stability to "treeness" 
which never seems to change. 

 
 
 
 
 
Which worldview makes the most sense of the one & the many problem? 
 
 
 

Objections to the Trinity  

The main objection against the Trinity is that the orthodox view of the Trinity 

                                                      
1 Brian Weatherson, “The Problem of the Many,” The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy 

(Winter 2009 Edition), Edward N. Zalta (ed.), http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/win2009/entries/problem-of-
many/ (accessed November 11, 2012). 
 



is illogical.  Making the accusation that the Trinity is illogical means that the burden of 

proof is on the side of the accuser for a coherent argument.  There are two arguments that 

are used to denounce the rationality of the orthodox understanding of the Trinity.  By 

examining both arguments one sees that neither are coherent. If the accuser of the Trinity 

cannot present a coherent argument why the Trinity is illogical then there is no reason to 

assume that the Trinity is illogical.   

One argument against the orthodox teaching of the Trinity is that it contradicts 

itself.2  This is a false accusation because the orthodox teaching of the Trinity never violates 

the law of non-contradiction, which says A cannot be Non-A.3  The orthodox teaching of the 

Trinity does not say, “God is one essence and God is three essences” or “God is one person 

and God is three persons.”  Both these statements are contradictions but neither of these 

statements represents the orthodox view of the Trinity.  God being three persons and one 

essence does not violate the law of non-contradiction.  Therefore, the argument that the 

orthodox view of the Trinity contradicts itself does not hold weight.   

The second argument that is commonly used against the orthodox view of the 

Trinity is that one cannot at the same time be many.  Yet, just because man cannot fully 

explain how God can be unified in essence and diverse in persons does not mean that the 

reality of it is illogical.  In a similar way to the Trinity, man has never been able to 

completely explain how unity and diversity coexist within creation.  This is commonly 

                                                      
2 See Ravi Zacharias and Norman Geisler, Who Made God (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2003), 

29. 
 

3 Noman Geisler and Ronald M. Brooks, Come Let us Reason: An Introduction to Logical 
Thinking (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1990), 16. 



known as the “one and the many problem” in philosophy.  Yet, without the coexistence of 

unity and diversity the world would be nonsensical.   

If there is no unity in the world one could not make classifications because 

there would be no way to group particulars.  At the same time, if there is no diversity in the 

world man could not divide reality into separate diverse units.  Therefore, the use of 

unifying particulars is necessary for classifying objects.  Here is an example of the one and 

the many problem from the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 

As anyone who has flown out of a cloud knows, the boundaries of a cloud are a lot less 
sharp up close than they can appear on the ground. Even when it seems clearly true 
that there is one, sharply bounded cloud up there, really there are thousands of water 
droplets that are neither determinately part of the cloud, nor determinately outside it. 
Consider any object that consists of the core of the cloud, plus an arbitrary selection of 
these droplets. It will look like a cloud, and circumstances permitting rain like a cloud, 
and generally has as good a claim to be a cloud as any other object in that part of the 
sky. But we cannot say every such object is a cloud, else there would be millions of 
clouds where it seemed like there was one. And what holds for clouds holds for 
anything whose boundaries look less clear the closer you look at it. And that includes 
just about every kind of object we normally think about, including humans. Although 
this seems to be a merely technical puzzle, even a triviality, a surprising range of 
proposed solutions has emerged, many of them mutually inconsistent. It is not even 
settled whether a solution should come from metaphysics, or from philosophy of 
language, or from logic.4 

 
As this analogy of a cloud illustrates, man has never been able to clearly teach how unity 

goes together with diversity but man instinctively understands that the universe is full of 

unified-diversities.  The word universe itself is rooted from the words unity and diversity 

(uni – verse) because the universe is a unified-diversity.  Man does not call unified-

diversities illogical because the world is full of objects that are unified and at the same time 

                                                      
4 Brian Weatherson, “The Problem of the Many,” The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy 

(Winter 2009 Edition), Edward N. Zalta (ed.), http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/win2009/entries/problem-of-
many/ (accessed November 11, 2012). 
 



diverse.  Therefore, just because man cannot fully comprehend how God is unified and at 

the same time diverse does not mean the teaching of it is illogical.   

The concept of a triune God not only passes criticisms but also should be expected.  If 

the creation is full of unified-diversity, then it is logical to assume that the Creator himself 

is a more complex unified-diversity.  Although the cloud analogy fails to fully illustrate the 

profoundness of the triune God, one should expect the creation to reflect the Creator on a 

limited level.  Thus, it makes sense for God to be a more complex unified-diversity as the 

Creator of a world full of unified-diversities.  Francis Schaeffer elaborates, 

Nobody else, no philosophy, has ever given us an answer for unity and diversity.  So 
when people ask whether we are embarrassed intellectually by the Trinity, I always 
switch it over into their own terminology – unity and diversity.  Every philosophy has 
this problem, and no philosophy has an answer.  Christianity does have an answer in 
the existence of the Trinity.  The only answer to what exists is that He, the triune God, 
is there.5 

 
Therefore, the triune God is not only demanded by scripture but is also logical from the 

evidence seen in creation.  

 
 
 
 
Day 2 Hour 2 
 
 
Another problem – Materialism 
 

 If reality is purely material and particular = how does one account for non-
physical universals such as… 

 
o The Laws of Logics 

 
o Objective Morality  

 

                                                      
5 Francis A. Schaeffer, He Is There and He Is Not Silent, vol. 1 of The Complete Works of 

Francis A. Schaeffer: A Christian Worldview (Westchester: Crossway Books, 1982), 290. 



 
 J. P. Moreland Says, “First, it was pointed out that physicalism 

(materialism) as a general worldview is inadequate because it cannot 
account for a host of nonphysical entities: Numbers, values, theories, 
meanings, concepts, propositions, the laws of logic, truth, and 
universals.  

 
 
Mind-Body Problem  
 

 If reality is purely material, then how do you account for free will… 
 

o This is called the Mind-Body problem in philosophy.  
 

o If your brain is purely physical and not controlled by a non-physical 
mind (or spirit) then all your thoughts & decisions are controlled by the 
physical make up of your body.  

 
o Pg. 82 A materialist theory of reality have critical implications for the 

possibility of knowledge.  In the materialist notion all reality is matter in 
motion.  Knowledge then is the by-product of material interactions in the 
brain.  Knowledge is determined by those material interactions or chemical 
reactions.  If knowledge is determined in such a manner, then whatever 
one believes about a particular issue is already determined before the 
person chooses to believe on the basis of good evidence or not.  In fact, 
choice is not even an option for such a person because options are excluded 
on the basis of predetermined material/chemical interactions and reactions. 

 
 
 

o Pg. 87 – I have a close friend who once made a living studying brain activity 
and he believes that the brain is distinct from the mind.  He concluded this 
from studying people who were addicted to drugs or alcohol and are trying 
to rid their bodies of these chemicals through various forms of detoxification 
regimens.  He noticed that the brain had formed a dependency on the 
additive drug and in a metaphorical sense was screaming for more, but at the 
same time the person trying to become clean and sober was screaming for 
help.  So here the physical brain “wanted” more of the drug, while the mind of 
the person wanted to be rid of the drug. 

 
 How could this be if we are only physical? 

 
o Peter Kreeft – (philosopher at Boston College) – “But this means that the 

conditions for rational judgment have been eliminated.  To judge means to 
be free to consider or weigh the merits of the thing we judge; no judge in 
court, for example, can ever be part of the group of prisoners on trial.  But if 



materialism is true, there can be no freedom to weigh or to consider, and 
therefore no real act of judgment.” 

 
o Materialists want us to judge that their doctrine is true.  And yet their 

doctrine eliminates the possibility of making any true judgments at all.  In 
other words, if materialism is true, it cannot be judged to be true by anyone, 
including materialists.6  

 
 
Biblical Worldview – 
 
 

 Material or Immaterial? 
o John 4:24 
o John 1:1-3, 14 
o 1 John 4:2-3 

 
 

 Mind or Body? 
o 2 Cor. 4:16 

                                                      
6 Peter Kreeft, Handbook of Christian Apologetics, P. 231 


